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John Browning
Nicholas Carr enjoys annoying informa-
tion technologists. His first book, Does IT 
Matter? (Harvard Business School Press), 
looked into the maelstrom of the digital 
revolution and yawned. His second, The Big 
Switch, now concedes that IT might matter 
after all, but mostly for the wrong reasons. 
Computing, Carr argues, will become a bor-
ing and regulated utility like electricity, and 
along the way it will destroy privacy, fracture 
communities, diminish culture, promote 
oppression and maybe subjugate the human 
race to artificial intelligence. Small wonder 
that the technology magazine Wired calls 
Carr “high-tech’s Captain Buzzkill”. 

The nickname is not entirely an insult. The 
computing world has an overabundance of 
buzz, and selective culling is a public service. 
Carr performs this service best as a reporter, 
finding information that has been ignored 
because it doesn’t fit IT’s messianic self-
hype — for example, in the chapter of The 
Big Switch covering blogs. 

Internet wisdom hails blogs as a new glo-
bal conversation: a cross between a model 
United Nations and an Enlightenment salon 
whose truths will set us all free. Carr begs 
to differ. With so much information out 
there, and so little time, he argues that most 

people choose to stick with what they know. 
Instead of reading to broaden their minds, 
they simply reinforce their prejudices. Carr 
cites studies from political and computer 
scientists indicating that liberal blogs link 
mostly to other liberal blogs, and conserva-
tive to conservative. And those who devote 
their reading time to this belief amplifica-
tion find it harder to discuss their views with 
those who think differently. So the allegedly 
revolutionary new media simply add to the 
prejudices of the old; more ‘discussion’ makes 
for less understanding.

The book is a litany of other predictions of 
unfortunate and unintended consequences of 
technology. Few are as thought-provoking as 
the blogs analysis. Carr never really scrutinizes 
the forces behind his compendium of depress-
ing anecdotes and dystopian perceptions. The 
result is a hodge-podge of complaint, unified 
only by Carr’s steadfast belief that computers 
make the world worse. 

This incessant gloom-mongering leaves 
unanswered the question that is Carr’s self-
proclaimed theme: what lessons, if any, can 
the IT world learn from the history of electric-
ity, or vice versa? Carr sketches the career of 
Samuel Insull, an English clerk who went to 
the United States as Thomas Edison’s assistant. 
Edison believed that the money in electricity 
lay in selling generators — the reason he cre-
ated General Electric. Insull came to believe 
that the greater fortune lay in selling the gener-
ated electricity itself, so he broke with Edison

and created the electricity utility Chicago 
Edison (now Commonwealth Edison).

Similarly, the computing world is now 
creating some fast-growing utilities. Google 
provides search facilities to billions; MySpace 
and Facebook serve as social centres; various 
Napster descendants share music and other 
media and information. Only to Carr is it a 
foregone conclusion that the appearance of 
such utilities means that all computing will 
be relentlessly commoditized and served up 
by giant companies.

In his mighty leap to this conclusion, Carr 
sails over the fact that the various computing 
utilities are all very different and don’t look 
much like the electricity industry. Electricity 
provides a single product, measured in watts 
and volts, through centralized facilities that 
offer increasing returns to scale. (Larger pro-
ducers of electricity traditionally generate it 
more cheaply than smaller ones, resulting in 
a tendency for monopoly, which is why it is 
heavily regulated.)

Computing utilities, by contrast, sell a vari-
ety of different and specialized products: rang-
ing from ‘relationship-management’ software 
for sales support (for example, www.salesforce.
com) to bulk data storage (such as Amazon’s 
S3 service, which provides online storage for 
the data underlying many large websites). It is 
not clear that success in one IT field leads to 
advantage in another, or that the largest player 
in any given sector has any lasting advantage 
over smaller rivals — and certainly nowhere 
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A sceptic argues that the electricity industry’s tale predicts a digital future of diminished privacy. 

Artist Demetrie Tyler 
uses bloggers’ text to 
highlight how social 
divisions are amplified 
online within narrow 
communities.
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near as great an advantage as an electric 
utility that owned the wires to its customers and 
thus controlled access to the market. Equally 
important, the means of production varies as 
much as the computing services produced. At 
one extreme, the peer-to-peer networks (famed 
for music and video sharing and now bringing 
massed computing power to problems such 
as protein folding and code breaking) require 
each consumer to be a producer too, which is 
the opposite of monopoly.

Frustratingly, Carr fails to ask whether or how 
technology itself might have altered the eco-
nomics of electricity and industries like it. The 
telephone industry used to look a lot like the 
electricity industry, dominated by giant, regu-
lated suppliers providing a commodity service. 
This situation is no more — and computing

technology is largely to blame. Networked 
computers enable robust, distributed control 
of complex systems. Post-Internet, introducing 
a new service or a new competitor no longer 
requires an overhaul of the giant switches at 
the core of the network. Regulators permitting, 
innovators can just plug in and play.

Many in Silicon Valley, California, are now 
debating whether or not technology will do 
for the electricity grid what it has done for the 
tele phone network. More and more house-
holds and companies are generating their 
own power, sometimes for ecological reasons, 
sometimes to take advantage of local sun-
shine, wind or water. Thanks to increasingly 
intelligent switching, many of these wind tur-
bines, micro-hydro schemes and solar cells 
are linked back into the grid to compete with 

the giants of coal and nuclear power. This is 
also a potential revolution — running pre-
cisely opposite to the one Carr predicts. 

The most puzzling, and disappointing, 
thing about Carr is that he remains a sceptic 
who makes little effort to question what he 
has read or been told. He just denounces it. 
Carr believes the conventional wisdom of 
both the computing and the electricity indus-
tries, but he wants everyone to know that the 
futures they predict won’t be as much fun as 
they say they will. Patient analysis could have 
made a fascinating book. Yes, too much opti-
mism can be blinding. But so can too much 
pessimism. ■

John Browning is a journalist based in London 
who has written extensively about technology, 
economics and the Internet. 
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Water policy in the can
Emma Marris
Many people regard access to safe drinking 
water as a human right. Yet some fear that the 
switch from state-run utilities to private own-
ership will lead to a world where water flows 
towards the rich as surely as it flows downhill, 
and where the poor, especially in the develop-
ing world, will be left thirsty.

Siding firmly against privatization of water 
resources, director Irena Salina’s documen-
tary FLOW: For Love of Water argues that 
profit-making is intrinsically incompatible 
with the United Nations Millennium Devel-
opment Goal to “reduce by half the propor-
tion of people without sustainable access to 
safe drinking water”. Her film, which opens 
this week, uses case studies of privatization at 

its ugliest to excite moral outrage. 
Some tales are developed more fully than 

others. Among the most effective is one that 
focuses on Ashok Gadgil, a researcher at 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 
in California, who as a child watched five 
cousins die from waterborne diseases. He 
was moved to invent a cheap device that uses 
ultraviolet light to disinfect water. The gadget 
now filters the water of half a million people 
in India. Similarly coherent is the segment on 
Michigan citizens battling a water-bottling 
plant run by the multinational food and bev-
erage producer Nestlé that they feared was 
turning their creeks into drained mud flats.

Other stories are too big for one film.
The section on current scandals and social 

uprising against privatized water in Bolivia 
is confusing without more context and chro-
nology. A look at the community effects 
of large dam projects seems hurried. An 
intriguing story of women plumbers in South 
Africa who secretly reactivate water supplies 
that have been shut off for non-payment gets 
short shrift. 

One segment at first seems out of place 
among the tales of waterborne disease, future 
water wars and poor people deprived of water: 
the Western superstition that bottled water is 
safer and healthier than tap water. The rev-
elation that it is not feels trivial until the film 
mentions an uncomfortable statistic. The 
United Nations estimates that the cost of pro-
viding safe, clean drinking water to the entire 
planet — US$30 billion a year — is less than 
one-third the amount that the world spends 
on bottled water annually.

FLOW is intentionally one-sided. Salina 
presents no cases in which privatization 
improved the situation, despite there being 
a few published examples of local successes 
among many documented failures, such as 
fewer children dying in Argentine munici-
palities that privatized their water.

The movie does find time for a long, rous-
ing climax and a call to action. The audience 
is asked to sign a petition to establish a new 
article in the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights that reads: “Everyone has the right to 
clean and accessible water, adequate for the 
health and well-being of the individual and 
family, and no one shall be deprived of such 
access or quality of water due to individual 
economic circumstance.”

FLOW zealously marshals a powerful set 
of arguments against water privatization. 
But a few more dry facts and a bit less fluid 
storytelling would have better served this 
important topic.  ■

Emma Marris is a correspondent for Nature.
FLOW: For Love of Water is released on 21 March 
in Louisville, Kentucky, and across the United 
States later this year (www.flowthefilm.com).

Some fear that 
water privatization 
will limit access 
of the poor to safe 
drinking water.
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